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Teacher Instructions
This simple resource provides 4 case studies in which there is evidence of both 
monopoly and monopsony power. 

Students should read the 4 case studies, and then complete the accompanying
table. This resource will help students to develop the reading skills required in
exams, and encourage them to analyse real-world evidence.

This resource can be used equally effectively by individual students, pairs or small
groups. 



M&Ms

Case Study One : Australian Wine
In Australia, there are two dominant players in wine retailing industry. 77% of wine sales in
Australia are now through shops run by either Coles or Woolworths. Independent wine retailers
are being bought out by the Big Two faster than you can say “Chardonnay”. Annoyingly for
consumers, the Australian competition authorities’ recent investigation into abuse of market
power in grocery retailing did not extend to wine retailing. Small, independent wine producers
believe that the Big Two are selling poor quality own-brand wine to consumers at an overly
high price, disguised with fancy packaging. 

Perhaps more frustrating for Australia’s small wine producers, though, is the strong buying
power of Coles and Woolworths. Stories abound in the Australian media of the Big Two’s
supplier negotiators putting tough pricing pressure on producers. For example, they might
tell independent wine producers to slash $2 off their price or their product will be replaced
by an own-brand product on the shelves in store. Another winemaker reported that on winning
a wine-tasting competition, she had been approached by Coles, who wanted to buy 5 cases
of her wine and then sell it for $21.99, a full $3 less than the price her wine retailed for in
restaurants and independent stores. If she refused to accept the $21.99 price, then Coles
would sell it for $9.99 so that her brand was associated with cheap, low quality wines.

Evidence of monopsony power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopsony power
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:

Evidence of monopoly power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopoly power 
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:
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Case Study Two : Amazon and Hachette
In 2014, Paul Krugman, the famous economist, said “Amazon.com….has too much power,
and it uses that power in ways that hurt America”. His comments came amid the long-running
dispute between Amazon (a retailer) and leading publishers in the US, including Hachette.
Hachette, and its authors, expressed concern in May 2014 that Amazon was selling e-books
at prices that were too low (average $9.99) – Hachette wanted to retain control over the
price. When Hachette raised their concerns with Amazon, Amazon played hardball, delaying
shipping times on major titles for several weeks and refusing to hold stock for Hachette titles.
Mr Krugman was particularly concerned about Amazon’s monopsony power over publishers
– but others are more concerned with its monopoly power, as Amazon controls nearly 70%
of the e-book market. Instead of pushing up prices to consumers, however, Amazon is 
intensely focused on slashing costs. One media report from summer 2015 suggested that
Amazon were employing paramedics at its warehouses to revive hot staff rather than 
investing in (more expensive) air conditioners. So how did the stand-off between Amazon
and Hachette end? Hachette retained its rights to set prices for e-books, but with 
“contractual incentives” to lower prices. Despite the end to the feud, the US Department 
for Justice is prowling around Amazon looking for reasons to investigate.

Evidence of monopsony power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopsony power
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:

Evidence of monopoly power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopoly power 
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:
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Case Study THREE : Tata Steel
In October 2015, Tata Steel UK (owned by the huge Indian conglomerate company Tata) 
announced that it would be slashing at least 1200 jobs in its UK plants, blaming cheap 
Chinese imports, a strong pound, high electricity costs and falling demand for its decision
to stop production of steel plate. Around 17,000 of the UK’s 30,000 jobs in the steel industry
are at Tata. The October announcement was followed up in November 2015 by a slashing of
Tata’s UK valuation by nearly £900m. At the same time, Tata told its suppliers that they must
accept an immediate 10% price cut, rising to 30%, to help Tata through tough times. Any
suppliers that don’t agree to the cuts will be removed from Tata’s approved supplier list.

John Allan, the chairman of the Federation of Small Businesses said in response “The FSB
has consistently condemned the practices of some large companies towards their supply
chains and we are deeply concerned by this latest example…small businesses rely on the
integrity of their bigger customers when it comes to honouring agreed contracts and paying
up in full and on time”

Evidence of monopsony power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopsony power
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:

Evidence of monopoly power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopoly power 
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:
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Case Study Four : British Milk Industry
In August 2015, British dairy farmers held urgent talks with the government in a desperate
bid to return to profitability. Typically, it costs British dairy farmers 31p to produce 1 litre of
milk, but in 2015 they only received around 24p per litre when selling their milk to processors,
representing a 25% decline in price. The typical retail price in supermarkets of a litre of milk
is 48p per litre, leaving processors and supermarkets with a reasonable profit margin.

Britain’s dairy farmers have been squeezed by the big retailers such as Tesco for years. But
the problem reached ugly proportions in summer 2015, due to excess supply combined with
a price war amongst Britain’s supermarkets. Demand for dairy products in China fell, the EU
lifted production quotas on European dairy farmers, and Russia banned imports from the EU
in a political spat over Ukraine. However, domestic demand for milk in the UK is rocketing,
as consumers increasingly buy a vast range of dairy products – dairy farmers are not feeling
the benefit though, as major supermarkets have engaged in a drastic price-war in an attempt
to gain the additional demand, and prevent the rise of discount chains such as Aldi and Lidl.

Some dairy farmers are calling for the return of the Milk Marketing Board to safeguard their
industry, guaranteeing them a fair price for their milk by acting as a “buyer of last resort”

Evidence of monopsony power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopsony power
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:

Evidence of monopoly power:

State one policy that could be used to reduce monopoly power 
in this example:

Give one advantage of the policy:

Give one disadvantage of the policy:


